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CLEVELAND, OH (RPRN) 05/23/13 — The
most explosive writing since the Willie
Lynch Letter. Mozart, a self professed Uncle
Tom has written the only self help book of
its kind. Mozart Boukman is a reformed
outspoken belligerent black man with a chip
on his shoulder until some unfortunate life
events led him back to the workplace.
Motivated with a new attitude and an empty
bank account, Mozart perfected the art of
boot licking Uncle Tomism, which he is now
passing on to the masses.
This book is an all inclusive guide that will
have transform the most belligerent brother
to a soft shoeing Uncle Tom. You'll be
shuffling and towing the line faster than a
minstrel number.
How to be an Uncle Tom is a multi-faceted
self help guide that satirically teaches the
Uncle Tom process all the while exposing
many facts, laws, and history that beset
blacks to this day. Have you ever heard of
George Stinney? What about
Drapetomania? Reading this book will
enlighten you to many little-known American
historical facts and the impact on the black
race.
Mozart (not the author’s real name due to
still soft shoeing at the workplace) is a black
man in America - what more is there to say. The book will be released on Amazon.com and available
in May 2013.
The author is available for interviews to discuss How to be an Uncle Tom. Please contact 216-3579424 or uncletombook@gmail.com.
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